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Liquid | Filtration

istorically, liquid filter media
used in filter presses, drum
and rotary vacuum filters, leaf,

belt and similar designs has been dom-
inated by woven fabrics. Dating well
back before the advent of synthetic
fibers, woven cotton, wool and even
silk fabrics were used in a wide range
of liquid filtration processes, from sim-
ple straining to more effective high ef-
ficiency separation.  

With the development of the first

synthetic fiber in the late 1930s, liquid
filtration applications and filter designs
were aided and influenced by the avail-
ability of spun, multi-filament and
mono-filament fiber types, which could
be applied to different products and
processes to enhance efficiency, im-
prove flow or facilitate filter cake dis-
charge. Coupled with the new fiber
types was an explosion of synthetic
polymers with generic names like
nylon, polyester, modacrylic,

polypropylene and polyethylene,
among others. These new synthetic
fibers provided a wide range of chemi-
cal resistance, could be used at high
temperatures and in more severe envi-
ronments than the organic fibers. Syn-
thetic fibers and myriad fabric
constructions supported and, in some
ways, allowed the expansion of the liq-
uid filtration equipment industry.

While the woven fabric-supported
liquid filtration industry was develop-

H
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ing and growing, the dry filtration or
dust collection operated on a parallel
growth track but with different filter
media. Early dust collectors used
woven fabrics in shaker or reverse air
collectors and wool felts in traveling
ring, blow back design Hershey type
collectors. With the development of the
pulse jet collector, needled felts – using
a wide range of synthetic fibers – be-
came the growth filter media for the
dry side.  

However, the U.S. dust collection in-

dustry, focused more on pollution con-
trol than process filtration, developed
with a strong emphasis on commodi-
ties and low price, and less on perform-
ance. In contrast, the U.S. liquid
filtration industry was more oriented
toward process filtration than pollution
and media quality and performance
was essential. To complete the compar-
ison, the tracks of dust collection and
liquid process filtration moved farther
and farther apart, one moving toward
reducing media cost, quality and per-

formance, the other toward improved
media designs, higher quality, more
complicated fabrics, increased quality
control and optimum performance. At
this point, dust collection felt had min-
imal, if any, potential applicability in
liquid filtration.

In Europe, however, design, devel-
opment and production of high quality
dust collection felts was not only pre-
served but grew impressively. As envi-
ronmental laws tightened, new fibers
were developed and large, longer bags

Needle felts
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were part of new dust collector sys-
tems. Here, felts were scrim supported,
microfibers were introduced and effi-
ciency requirements created a need for
durable, uniform, strong needled felts,
again on a track diverging far from the
path taken by U.S. needlefelters and
bag suppliers. These high quality dust
collection felts would become the plat-
form from which new lines of felts for
liquid filtration would spring. 

Beginning in the early 1980s, spe-
cially designed European-based felts
were introduced to the U.S., primarily
to replace traditional woven fabrics on
rotary drums, rotary vacuum drums,
filter presses of all designs (vertical and
horizontal), pressure leaf filters, disc
(sector) filters and belt and horizontal
filters. Of the four basic types of liquid
filters (gravity, shear, pressure and vac-
uum), needled felts had the most suc-
cesses and biggest opportunity in the
last two, pressure and vacuum. 

Although woven fabrics had served
the liquid filtration market well, the
needled felt concept offered a number
of potential advantages, which were re-
alized early in the process of replacing
traditional woven fabrics. In addition,
two of the historical fears regarding the
use of felts – cake release and prema-
ture blinding or plugging – turned out

to be unfounded. 
While the problem of blinding or

premature plugging of the media did
exist before the introduction of fine and
microdenier fibers, today’s high tech
felts are produced with these smaller
fibers using manufacturing techniques,
which are able to layer the fibers and
produce near membrane-like separa-
tion efficiencies. Blinding is minimized
and slowed by the ability of the felt to
surface load and build a filter cake
while not allowing solids to penetrate
the depth of the media and blind it. 

One of the first observed advantages
of felts was greater durability. The linear
design of woven fabrics made them sub-
ject to flex wear. The problem typically
occurred in filtration equipment where
the woven material was repeatedly bent
or flexed over a sharply defined edge,
whether metal or plastic, such as in a
typical recessed chamber plate.

Needled felts, on the other hand, are
essentially densely compacted mats of
randomly distributed fibers, with no
linear direction. The random fiber dis-
tribution cushions and deflects the
wear caused by repeated flexing and re-
duces physical failures typically ob-
served when using woven fabrics.
Greater durability led to longer media
life, which in turn allowed felts to pro-

vide lower long term operating cost
(lower change out costs coupled with
longer media life). 

Less obvious to the eye, a second ad-
vantage provided by felts is greater
“open area” as compared to woven.
Open area is defined as the unblocked
part of a filter medium or the part that
allows air and liquid flow through the
medium. Typical woven fabrics have an
open area of 30 - 35% of the total media
area, all in the interstices of the warp
and filling yarns. Felt runs in the 70 -
75% open area range depending on
fiber blend and size, all in the voids of
the felt between the fibers. This differ-
ence allows two different scenarios:

A felt with the same permeability as
the woven fabric is typically more ef-
ficient and allows fewer fine solids
through.

A felt with higher permeability
would provide comparable efficiency
with greater flow rate and/or with less
resistance to that flow. 

Yet another benefit from using nee-
dled felt is its ability to effectively filter
quickly and reach a steady state level, or
equilibrium, almost as soon as it is chal-
lenged with slurry. In filter presses, as an
example, a woven fabric has to build a
filter cake before a batch can be fully cy-
cled and released to the next stage. Felts

Filter Press
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require much less pumping time and less
recirculation of a batch, thereby increas-
ing production. This, of course, will vary
depending on the slurry itself, feed solids
content, particle size and distribution,
was well as other variables. 

Another unique capability of felts is
treatment options. The cake side surface
of virtually all cleanable (not single use)
liquid filtration felt is smoothed using a
mechanical process known as glazing.
This process softens and fuses the surface
fibers to each other, creating a very
smooth, fiber free surface, which facili-
tates good cake release. Durable chemical
treatments of PTFE, fluorocarbons and
sometimes urethane are used to coat the
fibers and further enhance the ability of
the felt to release the filter cake. 

Lastly, felts have a manufacturing ad-
vantage versus woven in that a basic wet

filtration grade needle felt can more easily
be developed to alter efficiency, perme-
ability, flow rate, basis weight, scrim de-
sign, finish and surface characteristic to
provide a customized media for specific
end-use applications. With the availability
of micro- and fine-denier fibers added to
existing basic felt manufacturing
processes, small, specialized lots of felts,
300 to 500 linear yards, can be produced
economically and efficiently. Woven fab-
rics generally require much larger mini-
mum runs, which add costs, inventory
and increased risk. 

Typical liquid felts are made from ei-
ther polyester or polypropylene fibers,
with a basis weight of 14 to 30 oz. sq.
yd/475 to 1000 gsm, and have a heavy
multi-filament scrim support. Fiber
blends and permeability can vary almost
infinitely, from 0.5 - 100 CFM/3 - 500

l/dm2, depending on the needs of the end
process and the objectives of the end user. 

Because liquid process applications
are more complicated than ever, in-
volve finer and more uniform solids
and are unique, the manufacturing and
application of specialty felts requires
experience, process knowledge and
high quality felts, which match all con-
ditions. When a quality liquid felt
media is applied properly, significant
improvements in filtrate solids, filter
cloth life, cloth durability, processing
times and long term operating costs
can be achieved.

For more information contact:
Clint Scoble, Testori USA, Inc.
Tel: 1-513-528-0172
Fax: 1-513-528-0506 
Email: cscoble@testori-usa.com

Liquid | Filtration
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Cover Story | Flow Ezy Filters Inc.

very year businesses lose thou-
sands and thousands of dollars
because their hydraulic systems

are not filtered adequately or they lack
a pro-active maintenance plan. Think
about it. Eighty percent of all system
downtime is due to contamination, so
why wait until you are in a crisis con-
ducting emergency breakdown mainte-
nance to think about filtration? 

A typical hydraulic system has five
areas in which some sort of filtration
device should be placed. Let’s take a
look at each of them.

THE SUCTION LINE
At all costs, you must protect the

pump! After all, the pump is the heart

of the system. When the human heart
stops, the body breaks down and some-
times quits. Similarly, if the pump breaks
down, the entire system breaks down, so

it makes logical
sense to protect it.

The most im-
portant thing to
prevent is having
the suction line
become too re-
strictive. If this oc-
curs, it could
cause the pump to
cavitate, creating
an entirely new set
of problems. Sim-
ple straining is the

solution. What follows are some rules
of thumb for selecting the filtration
level to protect three types of pumps—
piston, vane, and gear.

In a piston pump, whether a low- or
high-pressure system (250–500 psi;
1,000–2,000 psi), the suction strainer
should generally be 149 or 74 micron, re-
spectively. In a vane pump (low- or high-
pressure system; 250–500 psi;
1,000–5,000 psi), straining should be 238
or 149 micron, respectively. And in a gear
pump (low- or high-pressure system;
250–500 psi; 1,000–3,000 psi), straining
should be 595 or 149 micron, respectively.

THE PRESSURE LINE
Particulates that are not caught by

Contamination Control in a Hydraulic System
By Donald C. Krause, General Manager, Flow Ezy Filters, Inc.

E
Flow Ezy’s product line

Suction Strainer



the suction strainer
are ground up by
the pump, creating
an increased num-
ber of smaller par-
ticulates. Therefore,
a filter needs to be
installed in the pres-
sure line approach-
ing actuation. 

The actuator is the device that con-
trols the mechanism (a piston, a wheel,
a lever, or other mechanical apparatus).
It performs the work and therefore this
is where the highest level of filtration
in the system should be. 

Different applications require different
levels of filtration. In a typical hydraulic
system, filtration in the pressure line
could be filtered down to 3 micron.
When determining how fine the level of
filtration should be for your system, don’t
ask, “How clean can I get the fluid?”, but
instead ask, “How dirty can the fluid be
and still get the job done efficiently?”

THE RETURN LINE
The return line is the last line of de-

fense before the fluid goes back to the
reservoir to be used all over again. The re-
turn line catches the contamination that
has been created by the movement of the
system’s components. Therefore, some
sort of filtration device should be installed
between the actuation and the reservoir.
Here the level of filtration should gener-
ally be between 3 and 25 micron. 

Sometimes, when the flow back to
the reservoir moves quickly, a return
line diffuser is used. If the return flow
is too fast, the fluid returning to the
reservoir can cause minute bubbles to
form. A diffuser installed on the return
line will slow down the speed of the
fluid, usually preventing foaming. If
these bubbles make their way into the

suction line and
then into the
pump, the pump
could be irrepara-
bly damaged.
However, good
system design and
baffles placed in
the reservoir usu-
ally will prevent
the chances of this
from occurring.

RESERVOIR BREATHER
The main function of a reservoir is

to store hydraulic fluid and supply it to
the system. Most reservoirs need to
breathe. Therefore, a vented tank
breather is installed on the top surface
of the reservoir to accommodate the air
exchange that results from the constant
change in the oil level, pressure, and
temperature inside. Air carries contam-
inants. Just as hydraulic fluid filters and
strainers clean the oil, breather units
clean the air. The tank breather needs
to be serviced just as the fluid filters do. 

The second most damaging type of
system contamination is water mois-
ture. Everyone knows that water and
oil don’t mix. As a reservoir breathes,
much like the lungs of the human body
do, atmospheric air passes in and out
of it. If humidity is in the air, moisture
is going to enter the system. Water in
oil can increase the oxidation rate by
more than ten times. A desiccant tank
breather is ideal for preventing both
moisture and particulates from entering
the reservoir through the air.

OFF-LINE FILTRATION
In all systems, fluid needs to be peri-

odically replaced or replenished. Reser-
voir fluid levels must be maintained to
insure good system operation. It may be

surprising to learn
that a drum of new
oil is never really
“clean.” In fact, it
can have up to
186,000 ml of par-
ticulate in it, some
as fine as 5 micron,
unless it meets cer-
tain ISO cleanliness
requirements. So, if
new oil isn’t always
clean, why introduce it into the system
when there is a means to clean it before-
hand? 

The fifth location for filtration is re-
ferred to as “off-line filtration.” When
new oil is introduced into the system,
it should be transferred using a portable
filtration device, such as a filter cart. 

FINAL THOUGHTS
Filtration should never be taken for

granted. For a system to operate at peak
efficiency, it is of utmost importance to
maximize fluid cleanliness. If the filtra-
tion breaks down, the system will too.
The level of filtration at all points in a
system should be dictated by the specific
application itself. In addition, all filters
should be sized properly to the system
they serve. A good rule of thumb is to
consider the fluid viscosity, flow rate,
working pressure, and operating tem-
perature. Also consider whether the
pump is a vane, gear, or piston type, and
whether the system is in operation con-
tinuously, intermittently, or infrequently.

If you have questions concerning fil-
tration, ask an expert for assistance.
The degradation of hydraulic fluid can
be greatly reduced through periodic
sampling and testing, combined with
proper lubrication and system mainte-
nance. Controlling contamination and
practicing good preventive mainte-
nance will ultimately have a positive
impact on your bottom line.

For more information contact:
FLOW EZY FILTERS, INC.
147 Enterprise Dr.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103 USA
Tel: 734-665-8777 or 1-800-237-1165
Fax: 734-665-4332 or 1-800-252-1730
Email: flowezy@flowezyfilters.com
Website: www.flowezyfilters.com
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he air filtration media in-
dustry is evolving in re-
sponse to governmental

regulations and public concerns
of cleaner air and energy effi-
ciency. Companies are finding in-
novative ways to improve
products and operations to suc-
cessfully compete in this multi-
billion dollar market.
Consolidation of the air filter and
dust filter media companies along
with recent advancements in
technology are some of the tran-
sitions observed in this industry. 

The combined market for air
filtration and dust collector
media next year will be almost
$4.2 billion (Figures 1 and 2).
East Asia will be the largest mar-
ket followed by NAFTA. These
two regions will account for over
60 percent of world revenues.
China will see a large boost in
fiber production over the next
five years due to pollution con-
trol measures set by government. 

The indoor air filtration
market is larger than the dust
collector media market but
much of the same media is used
in the lower temperature appli-
cations. The difference is that
there are a number of high
priced media constructions
used for high temperature dust
collection. This is where a dou-
ble-digit growth rate is likely. Thus
the dust collector media companies
have become attractive acquisitions
for air filter media companies.

COMPANY CONSOLIDATIONS
Companies are widening their mar-

ket reach by adding complimentary

businesses. In the past the companies
making air filter media were distinct
from those making dust collector filter
media. But this is all changing thanks
to acquisitions. 

Lydall has just acquired Andrew In-
dustries’ industrial filtration business.
This will add revenues close to $100

million just in dust collector media and
finished bags, diversifying Lydall’s end-
markets and geographic revenue base.
In North America Andrew has been pri-
marily a media supplier but in the rest
of the world it furnished finished bags. 

Clarcor has purchased both Tran-
sWeb and GE’s air filtration business,

Outlook for Air Filter Media 
By Karen Vacura, Analyst & Editor, McIlvaine Company

T

Figure 1

Figure 2
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known as BHA. The purchase of BHA
from GE provides Clarcor entry into
both dust collector media and finished
bags. The earlier purchase of Tran-
sWeb, one of its filtration media suppli-
ers, provided an entry into air filter and
face mask media. 

Companies are also strengthening
their position in the industrial filtra-
tion markets. 

Mann+Hummel extended its filtra-
tion business with the recent Vokes
Air acquisition adding gas turbine,
dust collector and HVAC filters. This
move increases their presence in filtra-
tion markets outside of the automobile
industry, their primary market.

Nederman strengthened its posi-
tion in industrial air filtration in the
North American and Australian mar-
kets by acquiring Environmental Fil-
tration Technologies (EFT). EFT has
the well-known brands MikroPul,
Menardi, Filtrex, LCI and Pneumafil. 

Filtration Group, through a series
of recent acquisitions, has broadened
its reach in air and liquid filtration
markets. The acquisition of Clear

Edge Filtration brought with it a
range of products from woven filtra-
tion fabrics to high temperature ce-
ramic filter elements. Other
acquisitions include Porex Corpora-
tion (porous polymer materials de-
veloper), Universal Air Filter
(electronic equipment filtration
products), and AG Industries (respi-
ratory filtration products). Filtration
Group has been manufacturing its
own synthetic air filtration media for
a number of years. 

TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS 
Dust Collector 
The fabric filter industry is under-

going a radical change, which prom-
ises to reshape the market. One new
technology is the ceramic filter ele-
ment with embedded catalyst. Sev-
eral suppliers have successfully
combined NOx reduction and partic-
ulate removal with ceramic fibrous
filter media with attached or embed-
ded catalyst. This new media is a big
improvement over older monolithic
block designs, which did not lend

themselves to cleaning. Thousands of
these elements are now in use on
power generation facilities burning
biomass and other solid fuels. Others
are used in conjunction with driers
and kilns.

The combination of membranes
and application to pleated media is
another step forward. Several devel-
opments involve mercury capture.
One company just introduced a coat-
ing, which will absorb mercury. Even
though the mercury is not purged,
there is enough capability to function
at high efficiency through the ex-
pected two to three year life of the
bag. Another variation uses a mem-
brane module for mercury capture.
Successful commercial experience
has been obtained in Minnesota at a
large coal-fired power plant.

The biggest change to the industry
is going to come through the switch-
ing of coal-fired boilers to fabric fil-
ters and away from electrostatic
precipitators. Potential markets in
the U.S. and China would equal the
entire present industrial fabric filter

Figure 3



market. New regulations are making
it very difficult to guarantee precipi-
tator performance. Also, precipitator

cost rises sharply as efficiency re-
quirements rise. A precipitator
achieving 99.8 percent efficiency is

likely to be twice as large and expen-
sive as one to meet 99 percent. Fabric
filter cost is only slightly impacted by

Figure 4
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efficiency requirements. 

Air Filter 
Technology is driving the market

for air filtration. For the inlet to gas
turbines, a strong case is now being
made to utilize high efficiency filters
at four times the cost instead of
medium efficiency filters. This
switch will increase revenues by
$300 million. 

Indoor air purification is an in-
creasingly important matter. A pres-
entation at the Filtration 2013 show
discussed the potential impact and
control of particulates in the indoor
environment, which has caught the
attention of the U.S. EPA and
ASHRAE. The ASHRAE Ventilation
for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality
Standard was recently revised, in-
creasing the filter requirement (from
MERV 6 to 8) on air entering wetted

cooling coils to reduce potential for
particulate deposition on the coils
that could lead to biological or other
contamination. 

The preference for medium effi-
ciency filters in residences and com-
mercial buildings as opposed to low
efficiency has added more than $1
billion to annual revenues. 

Product Development
The development of microfibers

will further shape the industry. These
fibers offer reduced pressure loss and
energy consumption while providing
high efficiency. Membranes are being
improved as well. 

Eastman, a speciality chemicals
company, is now a major player in mi-
crofiber technology. The recently de-
veloped Cyphrex™ microfiber
technology offers the ability to cus-
tomize size, shape and material, in-

cluding the widest range of synthetic
polymers for microfibers. Eastman can
produce synthetic microfibers in uni-
form and precise lengths and diame-
ters, which allows wet-laid nonwoven
manufacturers to produce filter media
for specific end-use applications. 

Lydall’s Arioso™ is a high per-
formance air filtration composite
media incorporating Solupor® mem-
branes, a proprietary UPE (ultra-high
molecular weight polyethylene)
membrane technology. These com-
posite structures deliver high effi-
ciency products with low resistance
to air flow, tailored to individual ap-
plication and processing needs. A re-
cent advancement in membrane air
filtration, UPE–based membranes
have some advantages over ePTFE
membranes. The structure is com-
posed of a number of layers of fibrils,
creating a surface loading structure



for larger particles while providing
depth for high capture and holding
capacity of particles not filtered on
the surface. The result is higher void
space and loading capacity than
ePTFE membranes. The inherent
structural properties of UPE mem-
branes enable flexible composites,
enhanced pleat processing and new
high performance filter designs. 

Hollingsworth & Vose’s
NanoWave® media uses nano and
coarse fiber layers, delivering 2.5
times the surface area of normal flat
sheet media. The waved nanofiber
layer allows for maximum mechanical
efficiency with very low air resistance,
while more than doubling dust-hold-
ing capacity compared to standard
synthetic media. Nanofibers, which
are fibers with diameters less than 500
nm, added to traditional filtration
substrates improve the mechanical fil-
tration efficiency several fold but
cause the air resistance to increase
fast. NanoWave offers a solution to

this issue (Figures 3 and 4 on pages
18 and 19).

Ahlstrom recently introduced its
Flow2Save™ filtration media, a
patent-pending media for High Effi-
ciency Air (HEA) filtration applica-
tions for indoor air environments
and cleanrooms. Flow2Save is based
on an engineered gradient structure
combining multiple advanced media
technologies. Available at efficiency
levels from F7 to H12, the media pro-
vides advantageous pressure drop
characteristics throughout its life
leading to significant energy savings.
Ahlstrom has demonstrated that
Flow2Save creates energy savings of
more than 30% compared to a stan-
dard commercial microglass media at
the same efficiency level.

CONCLUSION
Higher efficiency demands are

driving the air filtration media market
to new heights. The industry is re-
sponding with new product technolo-

gies and air filter companies are
boosting bottom lines with media and
complimentary product company ac-
quisitions. Higher growth rates in
media are seen where government
regulations play a role in shaping the
selection of products. Also, the shift
to higher efficiency filters in gas tur-
bine intakes as well as indoor air for
residential and commercial buildings
is boosting market revenues. 

Karen Vacura is an analyst and editor with
the McIlvaine Company. Her responsibilities
include air and liquid filtration markets and
research activities. She can be reached at
kvacura@mcilvainecompany.com.

For more information contact:
McIlvaine Company
191 N. Waukegan Road, Suite 208
Northfield, IL 60093
Website: www.mcilvainecompany.com
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amfil has earned a reputation
as the world leader in the de-
velopment and production of

reliable and effective air filters and as-
sociated hardware, providing clean air
solutions for users worldwide. As an
end-to-end solutions provider, it may
then seem paradoxical that core to the
Camfil value proposition is a message

of “less can be more.”
Camfil, which is part of The Cam-

fil Group with headquarters in Stock-
holm, Sweden, specialize in bringing
innovative air filter designs to cus-
tomers that provide consistent effi-
ciency throughout the life of their
filters. Camfil’s products are designed
to last longer in the system – thereby

reducing replacement, maintenance
and disposal costs – and also provide
the lowest resistance to airflow, which
can significantly reduce energy ex-
penditures.

The Camfil Hi-Flo® ES air filter is
one example of Camfil’s customer-cen-
tric approach to innovation. The Hi-Flo
ES is a specialized fine fiber bag filter

HVAC | HEPA Filters

C

Camfil’s Solution Saves Cost and Environment
By Joe Gorman and Murray Williams, Camfil USA, Inc.

Camfil's Hi-Flo ES air filter with proprietary high loft media.



that is guaranteed to maintain efficiency
over time. The media is so unique that
the filter can operate in most HVAC sys-
tem without requiring a pre-filter. That
means that Hi-Flo ES allows users to re-
duce the total number of filters in a sys-
tem, and does so without
compromising IAQ (Indoor Air Qual-
ity). Eliminating pre-filters reduces
costs associated with replacement filter
storage, filter change maintenance and
the disposal costs associated with these
filters. More importantly, the abolition
of pre-filters eliminates the energy
penalty that the additional resistance of
a pre-filter incurs.

Most filters of this type are manufac-
tured of less-costly coarse synthetic
fibers to provide a lower initial pur-
chase cost, which can be appealing to
cost-sensitive purchasing departments.
Since this level of air filter is undoubt-
edly protecting people or critical man-
ufacturing processes, most users do not
expect nor are informed that these fil-
ters will lose efficiency over time, and
most lose efficiency quite rapidly. The

Hi-Flo ES air filter uses fine fiber tech-
nology so the user can be confident
that it will maintain its rated efficiency
throughout the life of the filter; from
the date of installation to the day it is
changed. Pockets are also formed into
a tapered configuration, which pro-
vides the highest utilization of media
area; every square inch of media is
available to remove particles. This con-
figuration provides a longer service life,
reduced resistance to airflow and the
lowest life-cycle cost of any bag filter.
Its plastic ABS header frame provides
strength and rigidity and reduces the
cut and scrapes that are part of the
service process of changing bag filters. 

Camfil stands behind all of their
products. The company is so confident
about the performance of the Hi-Flo ES
that they guarantee the life and effi-
ciency of the Hi-Flo ES under normal
operating conditions, without a pre-fil-
ter, to last for at least 1 year — which
is something that is rare.

In summary, switching to Hi Flo ES
air filters will provide a reduction in en-

ergy costs, reduction in maintenance
costs, reduced disposal costs and will
do so without compromising indoor air
quality � with no pre-filter required.  

If a system requires HEPA filtration,
Camfil has developed and maintains
one of the industry’s broadest ranges of
HEPA filtration solutions. In fact, the
original name for a HEPA was an Ab-
solute® filter which continues to be a
registered Camfil trademark as the
originator of the HEPA filter. 

One example of customer-centric
product innovation is evident in the
new Absolute® VG product line. Avail-
able with overall efficiency ratings of
95% @ 0.3 micron and 99.99% at 0.3
micron, and a rated airflow of up to
2400cfm, Camfil’s Absolute VG HEPA
filters provide one of the lowest pres-
sure drop ratings available. Like the Hi-
Flo ES, the Absolute VG provides a
significant reduction in energy costs,
longer operational life resulting in
lower maintenance costs, and reduced
disposal and maintenance costs. 

Designed with facility maintenance in
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mind, the Absolute VG product lever-
ages a strong, lightweight, ABS plastic
frame. More durable than other plas-
tic materials, chemically resistant,
and unaffected by standard operating
temperatures, the Absolute VG frame
dramatically reduces the overall
weight of the filter. The high capacity
V-Bank Absolute VG filter weighs in

at just 29lbs – half the weight of
products offered by many other man-
ufacturers. This reduced weight is a
blessing to all maintenance people
and especially those that must hoist
the weight of replacements up lad-
ders, across roofs and high into built-
up banks. 

The greatly reduced weight im-

proves operator interaction dramati-
cally, reduces the risk of damage dur-
ing handling, reduces filter change-out
time and reduces the risk of injury
during filter service. Even freight costs
are reduced as a result. Again, “less
can be more!” as the company’s mes-
sage says.

A reduction in weight isn’t the

HVAC | HEPA Filters

Camfil's Absolute VG 99.99% @ 0.3micron HEPA filter with over 400sqft of media
in a low weight, low energy consumption design. 

Camfil's tapered pocket design of the Hi-Flo   ES permits full media utilization improving
filter longevity.
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only customer-centric feature. Servic-
ing the Absolute VG is easier as the
robust ABS frame includes two con-
veniently located carrying handles –
one on each side of the frame.  One
person can now carry two full size fil-
ters with ease, something that may be
harder to do with a traditional HEPA
filter.

Further unique differentiation
comes through an expansion of waste
disposal options. The Absolute VG’s

ABS frame and components are 100%
incinerable, which can be important
to any facility that is working to re-
duce its landfill footprint or striving
to ensure that all airborne materials
captured during a process are de-
stroyed.

The unique designs of both the Hi-
Flo ES and the Absolute VG can save
a facility hundreds of dollars per filter
opening based upon reduced energy
usage alone. 

Camfil offers in-situ product com-
parisons and facility-specific Life
Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis. 

For more information contact:
Camfil USA, Inc.
Tel: 1-973-616-7300

1-888.599.6620
Fax: 1-973-616-7771
Email: joe.gorman@camfil.com
Website: www.camfil.us

Camfil's tapered pocket design of the Hi-Flo   ES permits full media utilization improving
filter longevity.
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astman Cyphrex microfibers
represent a class of fibers
that arises from an emerging

yet versatile fiber technology devel-
oped by Eastman Chemical Company
for producing fine fibers from a wide
range of thermoplastic polymers.
These fibers are specifically designed
for performance in the demanding

filtration, battery separator and pack-
aging markets. The technology is ver-
satile not only in polymer choice but
also in fiber length, cross-sectional
shape and area. Each feature is pre-
cisely controlled to meet end-use
performance requirements. 

These microfibers are designed to
be easily dispersed in water and for-

mulated into a wetlaid nonwoven
substrate. They can be blended with
other fibers — for example, glass,
polyester, cellulose and nylon — to
meet the requirements of a desired
media in applications, such as for the
filtration market. These fibers are
suitable for wetlaid nonwovens in
which there is ever-increasing de-

Eastman’s Cyphrex Microfiber - A Fit 
for Versatile Filtration Applications
By John Allen and Keh Dema, Eastman Chemical Company 

Eastman Cyphrex™ microfibers represent a new, versatile fiber technology for producing fine fibers.
These thermoplastic microfibers can be made from a wide range of polymers in various shapes and
sizes. This new technology provides very uniform and consistent fiber shapes and sizes that enable the
design of wetlaid nonwoven substrates with unique characteristics to meet ever-increasing performance
requirements. Current commercial Eastman Cyphrex fibers are cylindrically shaped polyester mi-
crofibers that have very narrow diameter and length distributions when compared with similarly sized
microglass. This allows for nonwoven substrates to be designed with unique properties such as pore
size and pore size distribution. Work on both laboratory and commercial wetlaid equipment has shown
that these fibers are easily dispersed and processed, allowing for blending with other fibers including
glass, cellulosic and synthetic. These materials are suitable for a wide range of applications – including
but not limited to – filtration, battery separators and packaging materials. 

Figure 1: Eastman Cyphrex 10001 diameter distribution, deter-
mined by utilizing scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
compared with a commercial microglass of comparable aver-
age diameter. 

Figure 2: Pore size distribution profiles of 80 gsm nonwoven
substrates produced on a commercial wetlaid machine.

E
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mand for longer-life, high-efficiency
filtration media. They also are suitable
for producing low-basis-weight sub-
strates with high tortuosity, such as
battery separators and reverse osmosis
(RO) membrane supports. 

The initial commercial Eastman
Cyphrex microfibers are polyesters,
Cyphrex 10001 (2.5 µ diameter) and
Cyphrex 10002 (4.5 µ diameter),
both of which are precisely cut to 1.5
mm in length. Other developmental
thermoplastic microfibers in the
product development pipeline, in-
cluding materials with differing
cross-sectional shapes or areas and
cut lengths, will be commercialized
in the near future.

A key feature of this new technol-
ogy is that it enables the production
of thermoplastic microfibers with a
narrow diameter distribution as com-
pared with the most common mi-
crofibers made from glass, as
illustrated in Figure 1. This narrow
diameter distribution also is evident
from lot to lot, and it allows a non-
wovens producer to design and pro-
duce nonwoven substrates with
consistent properties, especially pore
size distribution and permeability.
The ability to produce consistent and
precise fiber diameters will ulti-
mately provide consistent perform-
ance of the nonwoven substrate as
well as allow for waste minimization
in the end product.

It is hypothesized that smaller
fibers and narrow diameter distribu-
tions in a wetlaid substrate should
provide smaller and more narrow
pore size distributions. In contrast,
larger fibers should provide larger
pore size distributions. Experiments
with Eastman Cyphrex microfibers
on a commercial wetlaid machine
have confirmed this hypothesis.  

Figure 2 illustrates the ability of
these fibers to control pore size and
pore size distribution in wetlaid sub-
strates based on varied fiber diame-
ters. An 80-grams-per–square-meter
(gsm) sheet produced with a com-
mercial wetlaid nonwoven paper ma-
chine shows the smaller pore size
distribution when the sheet is formed
with 100% Eastman Cyphrex 10001

(2.5 µ diameter). When the formula-
tion is changed to 60% Cyphrex
10001 and 40% of a larger microfiber,
Cyphrex 10002 (4.5 µ diameter), the
average pore size increases. The dis-
tribution can be further shifted to a
larger pore size by changing the for-
mulation of the 80 gsm sheet to 50%
Cyphrex 10001 and 50% of a larger
0.3 d x 6 mm polyester fiber (approx-
imately 6 µ diameter). This blend also
increases the pore size distribution. 

This demonstration clearly illus-
trates the flexibility that Eastman
Cyphrex microfibers can provide to a
wetlaid nonwoven designer who
wants to control the pore size and
pore size distribution when consider-
ing various functional performance
requirements. 

Another unique feature of this
new microfiber technology is its ver-
satility to change the cross-sectional
shape of the fibers. This enables East-
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man to design fibers that can en-
hance the physical properties of wet-
laid nonwoven substrates as needed
in certain applications. For applica-
tions in which substrate properties
such as tear, tensile and burst
strengths are more critical than pore
size distribution, Eastman has the
ability to produce synthetic mi-
crofibers with certain characteristics
similar to cellulosic fibers while pro-
viding a strong and tough substrate. 

An example of an alternatively
shaped thermoplastic fiber is illus-

trated in Figure 3, in which a wetlaid
nonwoven media is prepared from
developmental, flat thermoplastic
fibers in a laboratory handsheet
mold.

A series of 80 gsm handsheets
were prepared in a laboratory hand-
sheet mold by varying the ratio of a
softwood fiber and a developmental,
flat thermoplastic fiber at two cut
lengths (Figures 4a and 4b). Interest-
ingly, both the tear strength and the
permeability increase as the ratio of
the flat thermoplastic fibers to cellu-

losic fibers increases. These are base
sheet properties and were not satu-
rated with a form of binder, as would
be the normal case with wetlaid
products.

Eastman Cyphrex microfibers are
easily processed in typical wetlaid
nonwoven operations at normal con-
sistencies used for synthetic fibers.
They disperse readily in standard
wet-end systems and, unlike other
synthetic fibers, provide enough wet
strength to convey as a 100% syn-
thetic sheet — or as blends with

Filtration | Fibers

Figure 3: SEM images (side and top views, from left to right) of a wetlaid nonwoven media composed of developmental, flat
thermoplastic microfiber.

Figures 4a and 4b: Tear strength and permeability of 80 gsm handsheets as a function of softwood Kraft cellulose fiber (50
Schopper-Riegler) and flat thermoplastic fiber content.



other synthetic fibers — from the
forming wire to the dryer section of
the paper machine. 

Blends of Eastman Cyphrex mi-
crofibers with other synthetic or cel-
lulosic fibers can be prepared by
blending in the pulper, dispersion
chest, machine chest or the fan
pump. To attain an excellent distri-
bution of the fibers in any blend, it is
recommended to add the other, larger
fibers into the Cyphrex dispersion.
There is a wide range of processing
equipment in the wetlaid industry for
processing synthetic fibers, and they
will all process Cyphrex microfibers.
However, the specific methodology

used to disperse these unique syn-
thetic microfibers will vary some-
what based on available equipment
and the level of dispersion mandated
by end-use requirements. It is sug-
gested that those unfamiliar with
these materials start dispersing at a
consistency not more than 1% until
they develop a process based on
available equipment, which allows
for dispersion at a higher ratio.

The ability of Eastman Cyphrex
microfibers to be easily processed,
coupled with the ability to control
pore size distribution of a wetlaid
nonwoven, creates a unique opportu-
nity for media designers to meet the

increasing demand for longer life fil-
ters capable of fine-particle removal.
These fibers also present great oppor-
tunities for producing high strength
and breathable packaging materials
as well as very thin and highly tortu-
ous substrates for battery separators
and RO membranes. Because these
fibers blend easily with other fibers,
it is believed that more opportunities
are yet to be explored. 

For more information contact:
Eastman Cyphrex
Website: www.eastmancyphrex.com
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n tough economic climates,
funds are not always available to
make large capital equipment ex-

penditures. Often the plan instead is
to take yesterday’s equipment and en-
able it to meet today’s increased per-
formance requirements.

It is not unusual to see a baghouse
dust collector that is 20, 30 or even
40 years old still in service. The
problem is old collectors need to be
able to keep up with the new de-
mands and/or regulations. Current
air quality standards often require
better filtration efficiency than tradi-
tional 16 oz. polyester bag filters can
deliver. The dusts being collected
may also be so abrasive that the non-
woven filter media being used in the
older baghouse develops holes in the
bottom of the filter bags, leading to
very short filter life. 

WHAT IS A PLEATED BAG?
A pleated bag is often a long, slen-

der filter assembly that looks more
like a cartridge filter than a bag filter.
The pleated bag filter media options
range from spunbond polyester
to PTFE membranes or nanofiber
layers that optimize the efficiency, as
well as many other media depending
on application needs, such as a stiff-
ened aramid media for higher tem-
perature applications.

Pleated bags have built-in cores so
they replace both the filter bag and
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Pleated Bag Filters – A Baghouse 
Dust Collection Problem Solver
By Debbie Olson, Product Manager, Donaldson Torit 

I

Comparison of bag filter versus
pleated bag versus cartridge filter.
Pleated bags are now providing
cost effective solutions for most
common issues affecting baghouse
dust collectors today.



its supporting cage. Some pleated bag designs even have
curved openings at their top to increase cleaning energy
similar to the venturi used in some baghouse filters.

Pleated bags not only look like cartridge filters, but
they perform more like cartridge filters than bag filters.
The pleated bag (polyester spunbond) media offers bet-
ter initial efficiency and is often more durable than the
polyester felt in a conventional filter bag. Additionally,
the average pleated bag can incorporate much more
media than the corresponding length of felt bag it re-
places typically allowing replacement of felt bags with
much shorter pleated bags. 

BENEFITS OF PLEATED BAG FILTERS IN BAGHOUSES
Increased Filter Area – Pleated bag filters can provide

as much as twice the filtration area per foot of filter
length, so in existing equipment the increased filter
media in the pleat pack design can either reduce filtra-
tion velocities or allow more total volume at the same
filtration velocity. This means a user may be able to run
more air through existing collectors without having to
add another collector or overwork current equipment.
The caution here is bottom entry baghouse collectors
where one may still find limits on total air volume
based on the resulting upward velocity profile in the
collector.
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There are pleated bag designs for top load applications,
bottom load applications, and even oval applications.
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Lower Pressure Drop – Since

pleated bags can double the amount
of media in a baghouse collector,
they can often lower the average dif-
ferential pressure drop for the collec-
tor, assuming the same air flow
volumes. Reductions in pressure
drop often translate directly to en-
ergy savings over the life of the filter
if the fan can be adjusted to take ad-
vantage of the reduced static pressure
load on the filtration system. The re-
duction in differential pressure drop
can also reduce the frequency of
pulse cleaning required by the filters,
offering additional savings in re-
duced compressed air consumption.

Abrasion Resistant – It is com-
mon for abrasion to cut short the life
of bag filters with holes appearing in
the bottom portions of the filter bags.
This results in immediate filter bag
emission failures because dust-laden
air will begin passing through the
holes unfiltered. Pleated bags can ad-
dress this abrasion issue in a couple
of ways. First, the spunbond poly-
ester media in pleated bags is very
durable. Second, pleated bag designs
offer more media per foot of bag
length, so pleated bags are often
much shorter than the fabric bags
they replace. This allows the creation
of a drop out zone in the lower sec-
tion of the collector. Dust entering
the collector has an increased volume
as it enters the collector that is more
open, with lower-velocities. This
zone allows the heavier, and there-
fore more abrasive, dusts to simply
drop down into the hopper without
swirling around and damaging the
bottoms of the filter bags.

Improved Filter Efficiency – An-
other benefit of pleated bags is im-
proved filter efficiency. Compared to
conventional 16-ounce polyester
bags, spunbond polyester pleated
bags can reduce initial emissions by
as much as 50%. Nanofiber-coated or
PTFE coated pleated bags may fur-
ther reduce emissions by as much as

Anatomy of a pleated bag filter



75%, relative to a conventional bag
filter. In some instances, the im-
proved filter efficiency offered by
pleated bags may make the difference
between meeting or exceeding emis-
sion requirements. When the dust
being collected is a product stream,
the increased filter efficiency may
also help improve overall productiv-
ity since fewer products emitted out
the stack translates to more product
that can be sold. 

Ease of Maintenance – And last
but not least, when it comes to replac-
ing filters, changing out fabric filter
bags has always been an unpleasant,
time consuming process. Dirty bags
and cages are often a challenge to re-
move from the collector, and the dirty

old bags still need to be stripped from
the cages before new bags can be in-
stalled into the collectors. 

Because pleated bags replace both
the bag and cage in the collector,
they are often not only easier but also
faster to change out. Additionally, be-
cause the pleated bags are typically
much shorter than the corresponding
bags and cages they replace, they are
often far easier to handle. Pleated bag
users have often found they can cut
their change out time by more than
half, so the ease of change outs be-
comes yet another cost savings asso-
ciated with pleated bags – fewer
hours of labor to change out the bags
and fewer hours lost to downtime.

Overall, pleated bags offer solu-

tions to a wide variety of baghouse
challenges including how to get more
production from a dust collection
system without the labor or financial
cost of installing a new piece of cap-
ital equipment. Pleated bags can pro-
vide not only more efficient
filtration, but they offer the potential
for lower pressure drop, longer filter
life, quicker and less painful mainte-
nance, and they can even help ad-
dress filter abrasion.

For more information contact:
Donaldson Company, Inc.
Industrial Air Filtration
Tel: 1-800-365-1331
Website: www.donaldsontorit.com
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 istorically associated with
plastics, additive manufactur-
ing (AM), also known as 3D

printing or formally as rapid prototyp-
ing, has undergone a number of trans-
formations over the past 25 years. The
technology has been used to produce
everything from chocolate to musical
instruments. However, recent advance-

ments have expanded the potential of
metal AM, from prototypes and small-
scale products, to develop increasingly
complex metal components. Croft Fil-
ters and Croft Additive Manufacturing
(CAM) has examined the develop-
ments in AM technology and the op-
portunities it offers to revolutionize
industries that require filtration and

separation solutions.
2013 saw AM attracting widespread

media attention, hitting the headlines
time and time again. The London Sci-
ence Museum is currently running an
eight month exhibition, 3D: Printing
the Future, which brings the technol-
ogy to the forefront of the consumer
imagination and highlights its potential

Manufacturing | Engineering
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Additive Manufacturing (3D Printing) – 
A New Route to Filtration Innovation
By Neil Burns, Director, Croft Filters and Croft Additive Manufacturing

Filters made by Croft Additive Manufacturing’s process.

H
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wider applications within industry.
U.K. supermarket chain, Asda, became
the first British retailer to introduce a
3D printing service in its stores, offer-
ing customers the opportunity to create
a plastic miniature version of them-
selves while the restaurant industry has
seen a rise in the use of 3D printing
technology. Desktop 3D printers have
also become available for consumer
purchase, allowing objects including
toys and household ornaments to be
printed from the comfort of home.

It’s not all about consumer use, how-
ever, and there is potential for metal
AM to have a positive and revolution-
ary impact upon industries such as
manufacturing and oil and gas. Busi-
nesses, including those in the automo-
tive and aerospace sectors, are now
investing more heavily in AM, as they
seek to utilize made to order products
and reduce development costs through
rapid prototyping. Croft Additive Man-
ufacturing recently became the first
company selected to join the Science
and Technology Facilities Council
(STFC) CERN Business Incubation
Centre, which aims to bridge the gap
between science and industry, and drive
U.K. commerce. They were invited to
join because of their 3D printing capa-
bilities and commitment to developing
this, highlighting an increased focus on

the potential of metal AM within indus-
try.

HOW DOES AM WORK?
Metal AM uses a selective laser melt-

ing (SLM) process to deposit layers of
metal powder on to a build plate. These
layers are built up gradually in thick-
nesses between 20 and 100 microns,
and then melted in selected areas using
a computer controlled laser beam. The
SLM process forms 3D metal parts that
meet exacting customer specifications,
without the need for cutting or weld-
ing, hence its ‘additive’ name. Any ex-
cess powder is removed and recycled,
reducing waste produced as a result of
the production process and lowering
the carbon footprint of the manufac-
turer. AM techniques provide the end-
user with a more efficient, made to
order product that performs at an opti-
mum rate for a longer period of time to
extend the lifespan of the filtration unit.

Through design optimization and by
melting only where necessary, AM tech-
nology can reduce the weight of the end
product, as well as total production
time. The additive layering of metal
powder enables manufacturers to pro-
duce components as a single structure,
providing increased strength versus
welded assemblies that are weaker in
the fused areas. By producing intricate,

Additive manufacturing in action with the Realizer SLM-250 machine.



made to order designs from 3D CAD
data, AM can regulate weight distri-
bution during manufacturing to cre-
ate a lightweight product. This
control through AM technology min-
imizes the cost of additional materi-
als, which would be wasted in a
conventional subtractive process,
and offers businesses never-before-
possible flexibility and innovation in
the design of metal components. 

INNOVATION FOR FILTRATION
Historically, subtractive manufac-

turing has been the established
method to produce complex filtra-
tion products. For instance, cutting
and welding will be used to produce
a single component; however, these
techniques can be time consuming
and use a significant amount of en-
ergy, due to the lengthy labor
processes involved. AM technology
can improve operational efficiencies
and reduce the need for tooling by
manufacturing the item in one step,
directly from CAD data.

Croft Filters produce filtration
components using a range of subtrac-
tive techniques, including CNC
punching and machining. However,
following in-depth research, they
identified a significant opportunity
in using AM technology to reduce
energy usage and produce compo-
nents that could not be created using
any other method.

At FILTECH 2013, Europe’s
largest filtration exhibition, they
were the first company ever to ex-
hibit filters that had been produced
using advanced metal AM technol-
ogy. These stainless steel 316 filters
were designed to remove contami-
nants found in pipelines. By using
AM techniques, they were able to
manufacture highly efficient compo-
nents, thus creating a complex filter
offering a higher flow rate. Ulti-
mately, this means fluid can be
pumped with a lower pressure drop
over the filter, while still achieving
optimum filtration results, reducing
operating costs for the end-user. This
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Coned filters produced by using additive 
manufacturing, also known as 3D printing.
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is just one example of the many po-
tential applications of AM technol-
ogy within industry and the
opportunities it offers to improve op-
erational efficiencies.

CONCEPT TO COMPLETED PRODUCT
Complex filters are difficult to

manufacture using traditional tech-
niques and can be produced to exact-
ing standards using AM technology.
For instance, wedge wire filters,
which are integral to a number of high
performance filtration applications in
oil and gas industries, require ‘v’
shaped bars to be welded to end-caps
and a machined-threaded end. Croft
simplified this process, which is com-
plex and time-consuming, and devel-
oped a method of manufacturing
these components using their Realizer
SLM-250 metal 3D printing machine.
By using this method rather than join-
ing separate components together, the
designer has options to change the
size of the filtration area and the aper-
ture size, with a wide variety of fit-
tings and ends available. Additional
advantages include the fact it is of one
material construction and therefore
only one material test certificate is re-
quired for the whole filter. These ad-
vantages have cost-saving benefits for

the end-user because of the increase
in speed of production and the lack of
tooling required. The filter can be an
idea on Monday and a product on
Wednesday.

FUTURE APPLICATIONS
The James Dyson Award 2013,

which recognizes the next generation
of design engineers, was won by
Titan Arm, a titanium arm created
using 3D printing techniques. In ad-
dition, U.S. President Barack Obama
declared his ambition to create a net-
work of 3D printing hubs in the U.S.,
while the U.K. Government has an-
nounced plans to invest £500,000 in
3D printing technology in schools.
This level of funding signals a shift in
focus within engineering toward the
computer-aided design of the future.

AM has the potential to revolu-
tionize filtration solutions and offer
a greater level of customer specifica-
tion options. For instance, at Croft
Filters, they have developed a patent-
pending energy saving filter, created
using AM techniques, which can
contribute to the lowering of individ-
ual companies’ energy usage and
bills. They are continuing to expand
their AM offering to create more fil-
tration structures and offer cus-

tomers greater design possibilities.
Through the use of made to order

AM items, industries can challenge
the filtration and separation struc-
tures of old and improve operational
efficiency. With a growing demand
for energy efficient, cost effective
components, those industries open
to exploring the potential of this dis-
ruptive technology will be at a real
advantage in the business landscape
of the next decade.

Neil Burns is a founder and co-di-
rector at Croft Filters and Croft Ad-
ditive Manufacturing (CAM), and
has more than 25 years’ experience
developing and delivering high qual-
ity filtration solutions to a range of
industries. CAM was recently se-
lected as the first company to join
the Science and Technology Facilities
Council (STFC) CERN Business In-
cubation Centre, which aims to
bridge the gap between science and
industry, and drive U.K. commerce.
CAM was selected for its application
of innovative AM technology and
commitment to developing it.

For more information contact: 
Croft Additive Manufacturing
Website: www.additive-manufacture.co.uk

Croft Additive Manufacturing’s workshop

FN



Need a Filter Supplier?...

Locate Leading Component Parts, Filter, Coalescing & Equipment Suppliers at:

www.afssociety.org/buyersguide
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We design/build filtration products and systems

Product Development Experts For:

• Electro-Mechnical Analytical Instruments
• Filtration System Fabrication
• Advanced Engineering Analysis
• 3D Rapid Prototyping 

Design • Build • Test • Validate

Sigma Design Company
200 Pond Avenue, Middlesex, NJ 08846

Phone: 732-629-7555  Fax: 732-629-7556
Website: www.sigmadesign.net 
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Specialists in Mergers, Divestitures
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industry companies with sales of 
between $10 and $300 million.

For a confidential discussion contact:
Edward C. Gregor 

803-431-7427
ecg@egregor.com
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